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Some Studies on Cotton-Seed Meal Poisoning 
C. W. EDGERTON AND * HARRY MORRIS. 
The. cotton crop of 1911 of the United States gave an esti~ 
lnated yield of about 7,000,000 tons of cotton seed. It is prob-
able that 4,000,000 tons or more went to cotton-seed oil mills, from 
\\hi h · · c was made 1,400,000 to 1,600,000 tons of cotton-seed meal, 
Worth from $35,000,000 to $45,000,000. In 1909 the exports of 
cotton-seed meal from the United States was valued at $15,-
800,000. The exports from the 1911 crop will probably exceed 
~hat of the crop of 1909. Of that portion used within the United 
~tates .a large per cent is used for feed, especially for dairy and 
eef cattle. It contains a ~ery high per cent of protein, and is, 
even at the present price, the cheapest source of protein for feed-
stuffs that can be secured on the market. However, if fed in large 
quantities for long periods of time it will produce harmful re-
£Ults If . · · more than four pounds per day is fed to cows, or two 
~ounds per day to horses and mules, or smaller quantities to hogs 
'f'0~. long periods, it has a poisonous effect on the animal body. · 
,.b~s, therefore, lays a restriction on the use of meal and has pos-
!>tl Y retarded the advancement in the market price. Notwith-
!i and· 
f ing the fact that cotton-seed meal can be usd with perfect 
;at~ty Under proper feeding, such as an ingredient of a mixed 
a ion it ld . .. fl' ' wou be very desirable to learn the cause of the toxic : :~t of overfeeding. Several experiment stations have carried 
~ inv~stigations on this question, but no one has so far isolated 
e to:inc principle. · 
t Several theories regarding the cause of the poisoning have 
ll~e~ advanced at different times. The trouble has been attrib-
l\he to alkaloids, to cbolin, to poisonous proteins, to salts of pyro-
t' 0Spb · . 
th . · 
0ric acid, to an excess of protein, and perhaps to other ings. · 
eottThe Louisiana Experiment Station has been working on the 
que otseed meal poisoning problem for over two years. The 
Wor~~on Was suggested in 1909 by the senior author, who was then 
~on the fungi that cause the rotting of cotton bolls. 
\e *During th 
'le lllstant v e first year, Dr. T. C. Paulsen, who was then Bacter1ologlst and 
Sli'ned fro~ef~narlan of the Station, was associated In the work. · After he 
e Station Starr, his work was taken up by Dr. Harry Morris. 
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Some of the cotton boll rot fungi enter the kernels of the s •ed be-
fore the cotton is mature and must, of course, be present in the 
meal that is made from the seed. It seemed a possibility .that 
these fungi might have something to do with the development of 
the poisonous principle in the kernels. With the aid of the As-
sistant Veterinarian, experiments to test the toxicity of these 
fungi were begun. We had no notion at the time of taking up 
the whole question of cotton-seed meal poisoning, but after we 
had become interested in the work, the problem looked so attrac· 
tive that we decided to study some of the other phases which were 
suggestecl by our preliminary investigations. In our work, as it 
has proceeded thus far, we have not tried to isolate the tox:ie 
principle in cotton-seed meal. This has been tried with failures 
so many times that it seemed better to us to approach the problezn 
from a different viewpoint. 
Our principal work has been in testing out the relative to:id· 
city of different seed, and of seed and mr.al differently treated. It 
was thought that we might get soine idea of the poison by rreat· 
ing the meal in various ways to see if we could increase or c1e-
c:rease the toxicity. Below are given some of the treatments to 
which the meal and seed were subjected. The toxicity of all of 
them, after they were treated, was tested out on guinea pigs or 
rabbits. 
A. Treatm ent of the Commercial Cotton-seed Meal. 
1. Sterilized in the autoclave. 
2. Sterilized in the autoclave and inoculated with pure: cul-
tures of the various boll rot fungi and bacteria. 
3. Heated for different lengths of time in the autor,lave. 
4. Heated for different lengths of time in the hut air steriliter. 
5. Fermented. 
6. Digested with alcohol. . 
7. Digested with ether. 
8. Dicrested with peps~n and pancreatin. 
9. Heated over oil. 
B. Treatment of the Cotton Seed. , . , 
1. Heated and digested in similar ways to the~ meal described 
above. 
2. Cotton bolls inoculated in the field and seed obtained badly 
affected with cotton boll rot organisms. 
3. Heated and oil extracted in the laboratory. 
We have also tested out a few different varieties of cotton and 
also seed from plants badly affected with cotton wilt. Further-
mo~e , since the article by Crawford* was published, in which be 
clauns that the salts of pyrophosphoric acid arethecauseofcotton-
seed meal poisoning, we have tested out these salts to see if we 
eould duplicate his results. And, nnally, we have tried a few 
other experiments with highly nitrogenous feeds, such as lin-
seed and bean meal, to see how these would act in comparison to 
cotton-seed meal. 
The toxicity of these different meals, seeds, and salts, tested 
~ut mostly on small animals, guinea pigs and rabbits, though a 
~w feedin g experiments with l1ogs were also tried. As guinea 
pigs are very susceptible to cotton-seed meal poisoning, the use 
of these animals has allowed us to test out the toxicity at small 
~~Pense. In all, over 150 guinea pigs, and more than twenty rab-
d
its have been used. In all of t he feeding experiments which are 
es 'b · cri d m the succeeding pages, the meals, kernels and salts, 
unless otherwise stated, were thoroughly mixed with some com-
~rcial feed, such as "Louisiana Fe d" or "Best Ever" feed. 
h~le a balanced ration was not procured, this gave a good com-
parison of the different feeds. 
Before taking up a discussion of our feeding experiments., i.t 
seems be~t to give a short description of the symptoms of cotton-
seed meal poisoning in the differ ent animals and the post mortem 
llJ>pearances · . " 
SY°MP'l'OM:S OF COTTON-SEED MEAL POISONING. 
Guinea Pig.-With ·highly toxic cotton-~eed meal, the first 
~~P~0m, ?f p~isoning is a marked l~ss in weight. Then the coat 
b' a!r ~ecomes rough and loses its lustr ; the eyes sink into the 
or 1.tal cavity. ' I The temperature remains normal. The appetite :re1ll . . . 
a1:iis good until a f~w hours before death. As the animal ap-
Proach'es death, it will ~:un around the cage making a peculiar 
squeaking n · ·f · · h th · k t · t. -- 01se, as i m great pam ; t e mou is ep m con mu-•era t Jo11r, or ;'h ord, A. C., A poisonous principle In certain cotton-seed meals. 'l'he ar, and Exp. Therapeutics, 1: 619-5 48. 1910. 
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~n.s motion as if trying to get something from between the teeth; 
the breathing is labored. Finally, the animal becomes paralyzed, 
struggles about the cage for a :few minutes trying to regain its 
feet; then becomes helpless and seemingly unconscious, and dies 
usually in from thirty to sixty minutes. 
With meal with low toxicity, the loss in weight is but slight 
for twenty to thirty days, and then is more gradual than with the 
highly toxic meal. Otherwise the appearance is about the same. 
The appetite is usually lost about forty-eight hours before death; 
and during the last days the animal will keep its nose in the cor-
ner of the cage and stand for hours. This is followed by pa-
ralysis and death in from three to six hours. 
Rabbit.-The symptoms in the rabbit are somewhat different 
from those in the guinea pig. Unless the meal is very toxic, the 
animal will usually gain in weight for twenty days or more and 
then the loss in weight is gradual. The animal becomes emaciat-
ed; the hair rough; food is refused. This is followed by paralysis 
and death in a :few hours. 
H ogs.-W e have had only three hogs die :from eating cotton 
seed or cotton-seed meal, yet in these the symptoms were not al-
ways the same. In one case, the animal appeared in the best of 
condition up until a :few hours before its death. It developed a 
case of "thumps" one morning, refusing its food for the first 
time. It staggered around the pen fo:r; some time and :finally lost 
control of itself so that it could not r gain its :feet, and died at 
about five in the afternoon. The second animal died quite sud-
denly without showing any marked symptoms. The third animal 
became emaciated and weak, followed by paralysis and death. 
From the symptoms given by others, it would seem that the 
l!ltaggering around the pen is one of the most characteristic of this 
trouble. 
Cattle are also susceptible to cotton~seed meal poisoning to 
some extent, though we have carried on no feeding experiments 
with them. They usually gain rapidly in weight for some tirne, 
then become blind and lose control of their muscles so that theY 
stagger around the pen. 
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POST MORTEM APPEARA CES. 
Guinea Pigs (more than 100 examinations )-
Rigor mortis, not marked. 
Peritoneum usually inflamed sometimes icteric; very little 
fuid · h ' in t e abdominal cavity. 
Stomach.: Blood vessels are congested, especially at the pyloric 
end; mucous membrane inflamed; a gray mucoid fluid always 
Present. 
th Small intestines show an aciite enteritis; contents the same as 
e ~tomac.h. The 11iesente1·ic vessels are congestecl. 
arge mtestines do not show as marked inflammation as the 
aman intestines. Generally contain a large amount of feed. 
Spleen normal in size and color. 
th Ridneys are usually covered with small hemorrhagic spots, 
ough these are not always present. Internal appearance is 
normal. 
Supra-renals are usually enlarged and inflamed. 
Bladder is always fitll. Blood vessels in bladder wall are con-
gested . 
.. · dLiver is normal in size and consistency. Surface is often cov-
"re W'th 1 small hemorrhagic areas. 
· ~all . bladder is distended. 
esticles are inflamed. Intense cong.estion of the spermatic 
'Vessels. 
c ~leura is normal. Very small amount of fluid in the thoracic a'V1ty. 
L . 
gest' Ungs are usually normal. A few cases showed areas of con-
i on and hepatization. 
~er~cardium contained a small amount of fluid. Heart normal. 
rain normal. . 
llla ~ab bit (about four examinations) .-Post mortem shows a 
of~ ed gastritis and enteritis. Stomach contains a large amount 
he ood mixed with mucous. Intestines are full. Liver shows 
lll.orrha · 
nor gic areas. Gall bladder is not distended. Kidneys arc 
llorlllal. Bladder is distended. Pleura, lungs, and heart are 
:tnal. 
'tun lI.og (three examinations).-No marked abnormal conditions. 
r...~t~s usually congested. Small intestines show marked infl.am---. 1on . . 
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FEEDING EXPERIMENTS. 
ACTION OF CERT.AJN FUNGI ON COTTON-SEED MEAL. 
A.s has been stated above, certain fungi wbfoh rot cotton bol:s 
in the field enter the seed before it is mature. The effect of these 
on the formation of the poison, was the first point considered in 
1h.P work on this problem. The first experiment was started in 
1909. Commercial cotton-seed meal was obtained, moistened with 
water and sterilized in the autoclave in liter bottles. These ster-
ilized meals were then inoculated with pure cultures of the fol-
lowing fungi: Gl01nerella gossypii,- the common cotton anthrac-
nos~; Diplodia gossypina,- Ji'usarium sp.,- and Rhinotriclwr» 
tenelliim. All of t11ese organisms are very common on cotton 
bolls, and all enter the cotton seed. 
We had five feeding experiments with the meals treated as de-
ecribed above. The prepared meals were mixed with " Louisiana 
Feed,'' a commercial mixed feed made of alfalfa, corn, oats, ino· 
lasses and sometimes cotton-seed meal. Each animal was given 
between ten to twenty grams per day of the prepared meal, dif-
fering slightly in the different experiments, though all of the ani-
mals in the same experim ent received the same amount. All of 
this feed, however, was not eaten , as the animals always scratched 
some of it out and wasted it. In these experiments, the animals 
really ate only from six to eleven grams of the meal per day, ancl 
perhaps twice as much of the "Louisiana Feed." A.s the first 
two experiments were more or less preliminary ones, practicall~ 
nothing was found out except how to feed. In the first experi-
ment a wrong estimate of the amount of feed needed was made, 
and it had to be discontinued at the end of eighteen days. Five 
guinea pigs were used in the test, these all living except the one 
receiving the meal affected with Glomerella gossypii. In the sec· 
ond experiment, on ly thr e guinea pigs were used ; one with ste~· 
i1ized meal, one with the meal affected with Glomerella gossypit, 
and one with a mixture of the meals affected with Glomerella gos· 
1ypii and Diplodia gossypina. The pig eating the sterilized meal 
was not dead at the end of twenty days when the experiment wa3 
discontinued; the one eating the anthracnosc meal died at tile 
end of sixteen days; while the one receiving the mixture of :rnealS 
died in fourteen days. 
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In experiments 3-5, more care was taken' in keeping the notes 
on the weights and conditions of the animals. The results of 
t~ese experiments are given in Table 1 below. Ordinary commer-
<aal cotton-seed meal was also used as a check on the treated meals. 
T ABLE 1. 
~ECT OF FUNGI ON THE TOXICITY OF COTTON-SEED MEAL. -
l l 'Cl., 
l l $ S 
.c: 
an ... i.ie '<l t 
Fmi:o a Q ...,0 11: .., "' :; I 6 0 ~e ~., ·c .... ., ca ~~ ;:> <> "' <VI» 0 ..... §>~ ~ s~ ~~ .5ci E'.<A 00 ~ . 
'lJn treated c. s. M. Exp. 4 .... .... 18 20 0 476 
I 
299 
"L and Exp. 5 . .. .. ... 28 160 586 295 a. Feed" Average .... 23 
------ I erll!zed c. S. M. Exp. 3 ........ 41 . ........ 357 244 .. and Exp. 4 ........ 28 320 340 223 La. Feed" Exp. 5 .. ...... 31 31.0 476 
I 
27 7 . Average ... . 33 
M. and Diplodia Exp. 3 . . ... ... 20 20 0 265 182 "La and Exp. 4 •••••. • • 23 275 407 273 
· Feed" Exp. 5 ....... . 27 250 517 295 
Average .. .. 23 
-






Average .. . . 30 
------c. ~nW·.;tLnd FusariumlExp. 5 . .... .. ·I 30 I 270 a. Feed" 
;------ -----------
. c~u:a ad~ Rhinotri-1 I I 
~Exp. 5. . .. .... 30 230 
395 275 
370 229 
and "LomeFrella Exp. 5.. . . .... 29 270 51 0 291 
c. 8anW·arna DipZodial 
a. eed" 
-------- --+------~----;~--------;---
"La. Feed" I j j --- alone 
1
E xp. 3 . .... ... 
1 
Lived I . 733 684 
. In the above table an estimate of the meal actually eaten is 
grven Th· ' · · · f th · 
1 · is was very 
difficult to obtam, on account o e am-
rna s scratching the meal out and wasting it, and so these figures · 
cannot be taken as very accurate. 
n· In the table, there should be noted two things: First, the ster-
ized meal shows less toxicity than the untreated meal; and, Sec-
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ond, that the animals eating the meals treated wjth the fungi died 
a few days sooner than those eating the sterilized meal. How-
ever , the increase in toxicity due to the fungi is very slight, and 
we could not claim from this th at these fungi have anything to do 
with cotton-seed meal poisoning. It is probable that Diplodia 
gossypina does produce a toxic compound when grown on th0 
meal, but the increase in toxicity as shown by these tests is not 
sufficient to say that this produces the toxic principle in cotton 
seed. 
ACTION OF CERT.A.IN FUNGI ON COTTON-SEED KERNELS. 
During the summer of 1910, a very large number of cotton 
bolls of the Tooles variety were inoculated in the i'leld by means 
of needle punctures with Glomer ella gossypii and Diplodia gos-
sypina. The cotton from these bolls was picked in the fall and 
ginned, and the kernels separated from the hulls. A large per 
eent of the kernels showed the presence of the fungi. These ker-
nels were fed to guinea pigs during the winter of 1910~11. The 
kernels were fed with "Louisiana Feed," but the latter is omitted 
·from the table below. The results of these feeding experiments 
are given in Table 2. 
T ABLE 2. 
E FFECT OF FUNGI ON THE TOXICITY OF COTTON-SEEJD KEJRN~ 
11) 11) 
l 2 Qi e., I ~ .,s .c 
l bn 
.., 
..... ::.: ~ ·o; .i:: 





s 0 ~s 
~., 
· ·~ 
..... §~ -~ ., ., :§e .,,..p, s o., .::!(!) >I ~[:r1 c;ci [:r1 8 r=.. -
Healthy kernels Exp. 6 ........... 24 ... Hr·! 655 I 
450 
Exp. 7 . . ......... 23 310 180
 
Exp. 8 .......... . 29 225 150
 
Average ....... 25 I I -
K ernels with Glo- Exp. 6 . .' .... : .... 23 ! .. ·Hr· 555 S80 m ere Ila Exp. 7 ........ .. . 21 335 225 
" 
Exp. 8 ........... 26 230 150
 
Average ..... ·; 23 I -
Kernels with D iplo- Exp. 6 .... .. ..... 26 ... ... ... 550 350 
dia Exp. 7 ........... 20 145 310 
160 
Exp 8 ...... .. .. . 26 20 0 290 
200 
Average .... .. . 24 
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In the above table, no marked difference in toxi~ity between 
the different kernels is noted. While the guinea pigs on the 
healthy kernels averaged one to two days longer to die than those 
on the diseased kernels, this difference is too small to be consid-
ered. It is evident that the toxic property in cotton-seed meal is 
not produced by these fungi growing within the cotton seed. 
EFFECT OF COTTON WTuT ON THE TOXICITY OF TH
E SEED. 
During two years, cotton seed have been picked from plants 
affected with the Cotton Wilt, or Black Root Disease (Neocosmo-
spora vasinfecta), and their toxicity compared with seed from 
healthy plants from the same field. The cotton wilt often causes 
the death of the plants, the boJ1s frequently &penlng up after the 
Plants are killed. In 1910, Simpkins cotton was tested. The 
kernels were separated from the hulls as in the preceding experi-
ments and fed to guinea pigs. The results of these feeding 
tests are given in Table 3 below: 
TABLE 3. 
~F'FECT OF COTTON WILT ON THE TOXICITY OF COTTON SEED. 




Frorn wll ted 
Plants 
Exp. 6 ................... . 
Exp. 7 ......... . .. ·. · · · · · · 
Average .............. . 


















EJtp <t> We did not have enough of the seed from wilted plants to complete 
Th er rnent 7. The feed ran out after the animal had b e
n fed twenty days. 
late animal was th en fed seed from healthy plants until 
It died, nine days 
elt;r. Ir wo had had enough of the seed from wilted pla
nts to finish the 
erlrnent, the animal would possibly have lived a few days 
longer. 
An examination of the above table shows that for this lot of 
seed the kernels from the wilt d plants contained less o.i' the toxic 
Principle than kernele from healthy plants. T.be animals on the 
seed from wilted plants lived a third longer than those on the seed 
frorn healthy plants. 
In order to get further data on this point, seed was again 
saved in the fall of 1911, this time, however Tooles cotton being 
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saved instead of Simpkins. As the wilted cotton had 'showetl less 
toxicity than the healthy, it was thought that this might be due 
to the premature ripening of the cotton on the dead or dying 
plants. If this were the case, it was thought that we might simu-
late this condition with healthy plants by cutting them down and 
allowing the young bolls to open on the dead plants. Consider-
able seed was obtained from plants treated in this manner. In 
Table 4 below are given the r esults of feeding this . seed that 
ripened on cut plants and also the r esults with seed fro.m healthy 
and wilted plants from the same plot of ground and of the, same 
variety. 
TABLE 4. 
EFFECT OF WILT AND PREMATURE RIPENING ON '1.'HE TOXICITY 
OF SEED. 
Source of Seed 




Exp. 9 .• .. ••. . ..•• ••..••. 
Exp. 10 ............ . ... .. . 
Exp. 11 ...... . .....• . . .... 
Average ....... .•. ... . . 
Exp. 9 .. ..••. .•••.••••••. 
Exp. 10 .. ........•.•...... 
Exp. 11 .. .. ... . ..... ..... . 
Average . ............. . 
From cut plants Exp. 9 . ...•...•••.•. ..•. • 
Exp. 10 .... ... ...• ... ••.. . 
Exp. 11 .. .. . .. .. .... ..... . 
Average ...... , .... ... . 
Feed alone Exp. 10 ........... . ...... . 






















9 I 360 I 250 
10 I . 280 /~210 2 44- 85
10 
----; 






Check, "Best Ever"[ Exp. 9 .....•••• .•••... • .. 
--~--~-----'--~ (A) The loss In w eigh t In this case was due to the animal aborting a few 
days after the experiment started. 
In the experiments tabulated in Table 4, the seed from plants 
affected w:ith the cotton wilt again show less toxicity than seed 
from healthy pla~ts. In each one of these experiments, as well 
as in each one in Table 3, the an imal eating the seed from wilted 
plants lived longer than the corresponding animal in the same 
experiment that received the seed from healthy plants: It would 
seem that there is something in the development of the cotton 
/ 
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plant that determines the toxicity of the seed; and, furthermore , 
t~at ·the production of the toxic principle in the seed has been 
hindered by the cotton wilt disease. Just why the seed from dis-
eased plants should show less toxicity, however, is somewhat of a 
question. If it were due to the premature ripening of the seed 
alone, then the seed that ripened on cut plants should have sho~u 
a low toxicity also; but this was not the case. Seed that ripened 
a~ter the plants were cut showed even more toxicity than seed that 
ripened on the healthy, uninjured plants. 
«'OXICITY OF SEED OF DIFFERENT v A.RIETIES. 
In order to see whether different varieties of cotton grown on 
the same ground and under the same conditions ivould show any 
Variation in toxicity seed was obtained and fed to guinea pigs. 
The experiments we;e conducted in the winter of 1910-11 and in 
the fall of 1911. The first se-t of experiments-tabulated in Table 
5
-:-included feeding tests with the following varieties: Tooles, 
Si~pkins, King and Rublee 's Defoliate. The seed was all ob-
t~ined from variety plots on the Experiment Station grounds, the 
differ ent varieties growing side by side. The kernels were sep-
arated. from the hulls, as in previous experiments, and were then 
fed nnxed with "Louisl.ana Feed." 
T ABLE 5. 
-- '.l.'O:XICI'l'Y OF DIFFERENT COTTON VARIETIES. 
Va rlety 






I .., CJ 
c:: i'.i "' s .8 ;: 
~ "' E M 
~ 8 
Exp. 6 ..... ........ ..... . .. 24 
Exp. 7 .....•....... . ..••• . 23 
Ave rage ...... .. , .... .. 23.5 





























Exp. 6 ............. ...... . \ 23 
----- Aver age. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.5 
~~--.;...------~--~'·---~---· 
I 
Exp. 6 . '. . . ....... . ....... ·1 24 
---
lGng 330 25 0 
Exp. 7....... . ............ io 260 200 
-- Average ..... . .. : ·· ; •·· 22 
nublee's Deto11ate I Exp. 6 .... .. : .......... :. :I 23 
Exp.7, ..•. : ........ . ..... ,· 24 
~ Av rage ...... ·... . ..... 23.5 
"L Check 
1 1 
a. F'eed"' l L 




~ 280 180 
905 I 85 0 
I 
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An examination of the above table will show that there was 
practically no difference between the toxicity of the four varieties 
tested. 
In the fall of ·1911, some feeding tests were made with Sea 
Island seed. Crawford had stated in his article on cotton-seed 
rneal poisoning that Sea Island seed was non-toxic. The Sea 
Island seed with which we worked came from Porto Rico, being 
eent to us by the United States Department of Agriculture. As 
a check and a comparison, we also fed at the same time sorne 
Tooles seed which we picked on the station ground at Baton 
Rouge. This Tooles seed was not of the same lot as that used in 
the experiments given in Table 5. This seed was saved from the 
same plots, but a year later. The results obtained with the Sea 
lsland and Toole 's seed is given in Table 6 below. 
TABLE 6. 
TOXICITY OF SEA ISLAND AND TOOLE'S UPLAND COTTON SEED· 
Ill l >. «! 
Cl .d l bll l . ., f, c ~ 
Vn.rlct:; <• A 4i G 0 ~il ~ .. ·;: ..... 
Cd 2 <• "' bii«I "'· E ·ccs Ec.!J M 
f:::i E'.< 0 rr. -
Sea. Island Exp. 9 .... ... .... ....... . 9 360 240 
Exp, 10 .. .. .......... ..... 11 305 210 
Exp. 11 ................... 12 380 225 
Average ............... 11 -----Toole'.1 Exp. 9 .......... ... ...•. . 15 380 I 200 
Exp. 10 ............ . ..... . 12 365 
I 
250 
Exp. 11 ............ . ..•... 9 300 210 
Average ............... 12 
-
ChecH. I Exp. 9 .... ............... L lved[A?I 330 
I 
300 
"Best Ever " Feed Exp. 10 ................... Lived B 245 27 0 
a loml Exp. 11 ..•................ Llved(c) 770 600 
-
(A) Animal turned out arter 22 clays In ftne condition. 
(B) Animal turned out after 15 days in fin e condition. 
(c) Animal turned out afte r 16 days In good condition . Loss In weight 
was due to the animal aborting a few days befor the exper iment closed. 
Another feeding experiment with Sea Island seed was carried 
on, using rabbits instead of guinea pigs. The animals received 
twenty grams of the kernels each day, though only about ten to 
twelve grams per day was r eally eaten, the rest being scratched 
out and wasted. One rabbit received the Sea. Island kernels 
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lllixed with ''Best Ever'' feed; another received kernels from up-
land cotton obtained from an oil mill mixed with "Best Ever" 
feed; and the third received "Best Ever " feed alone. The ker-
n~ls received from the oil mill had just been hulled, being other-
;vise "4.ntreated. The results of this feeding experiment are given 
lll Table 7 below: 
TABLE 7. 
TOXICITY OF SEA ISLAND AND UPLAND SEED. 
"' l ~ 
1 
.Q l ID Cil .a .... ~ l'l i:l 0 Kernels QI QI 
E 0 gs ~" ;:: ... oi e ., ., -o1 
a. e bO,_, i:ie x ~c.'l (;;c.'l P:1 f< --Sen Island I Exp. 18 ... . .............. ! 36 l 1130 800 
Upland I Exp. 18 ........• ......... 1 51 I 1170 690 
---- I I 
":Seat 1n~i~ I \ \ Feed Exp. 18 ..... ............. 
1 
Lived· (A)I 1610 1590 
(A) Animal a live and In fine condltlon at the end of 60 days. 
C Our experiments with Sea Island seed have failed to bear out 
rawford's conclusion that this variety is non-toxic. In fact, 
this batch of Sea Island seed which we used was one of the most 
~Oxic feeds with which we have worked during the two years we 
ave been working on cotton-seed meal poisoning. 
C:a:ANGE IN TOXICITY OF COTTON-SEED ME.AL BY TREATMENT. 
Experiments have been conducted during Olli' study of this 
Problem, to see if the toxfoity of cotton- eed meal could be in-
~ d . . 
h ase or decr eased by different treatments. Very little work 
as been done along this line as far as we have found in the liter-
~ture we have seen. The T'exas station has carried on some feed-
ing experiments with r oasted seed as compared with unroasted 
:ed with slightly less mortality with the roasted seed than with 
1 e untreated. Fermented
 seed is also claimed by some to be 
hess toxic than the untreated seed. Crawford also claims that 
teat applied to cotton-seed meal changes the orthophosphoric acid 
0 
the PYro form, thus increasing its toxicity. 
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In our work, we have treated small amounts of the commercial 
meal in various ways and then fed it mixed with "Louisiana 
Feed" to guinea pigs. The treatments o:f the different lots were 
as follows: 
1. Meal untreated. 
2. The meal was digested in hot water at 100°0 for two 
hours. The water was then strained off through cheese cloth and · 
the meal dried in the sun or before a fire. 
3. T11e meal was digested in 95% alcohol for two hours. The 
alcohol was then strained off and the meal dried. 
4. Meal digested with ether for t wo hours. The ether was 
strained off and the meal dried. Only enough ether wa~ added to 
the meal to cover it. 
5. The meal was soaked in cold water for two hours. It was 
then laid out to dry, but the wet weather at the time prevented 
drying, and so it fermented. In the table below it is listed as 
fermented. 
6. The meal was placed in shallow dishes and heated in the 
hot air sterilizer for twelve hours at a temp~rature between 
n5-1so·o. 
7. The meal was placed in tin cans and then heated over oil 
at a temperature o:f 110-140° C for ten to twelve hours. 
8. The meal was thoroughly· wet with water, then placed in 
the autoclave and heated at a temperature o:f about 125°0 for 
twelve hours. 
9. The meal was placed, in the autoclave without wetting and · 
heated at a temperature o:f about 125°0 for twelve hours. 
The results of :feeding these meals to guinea pigs are given in 
·Table 8, below : 
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T ABLE 8. 
!:FFECT OF TREATMENT ON TOXICITY OF COTTON SEED MEAL - ' -
c ., l l Q) o,,, E _... ., ... ., 
F eed ·.: 0 >, ~-§ie -§ie ... <II 
" ~~ 
•bii'Oi ~ ~·a;~ p. 
~ i:~i!J -=~i!l - Cil t-< 0 r.. 
1· Meal untreated Exp. 12 ( 1 ~ ... .. ...• .... . 54 470 300 
Exp. 12 (2 ....... . ...... 55 500 290 
Exp. 13 (1) . ............. 50 640 400 
Exp. 13 (2) .... . ... . ..... 43 430 25G 
Average ...... ........ 50.5 -2. Digested Jn hot 
1 
Exp. 12 . . .. . .. . •........ ·) 44 560 380 water Exp. 13 (1) ........ .. . .. . 41 560 330 
Exp. 13 (2) ... · ...... . .... 41 560 34 0 
Average ....... . .. ... . 42 
- ( ( 
a. DlgPsted in al co- I I 440 I 26 0 Exp. 12 ..... . .... ... .. .. ·1 55 ho} Exp. 13 (1) ..... •..... . .. 45 540 270 . Exp. 13 (2) .. . ... . .... .. . 47 480 300 Average ........... . .. ( 49 --- ( ( ( i. Digested In ether Exp. 12 ...... ... .... .. . . • \ 48 I 520 270 Exp.13 . (-1) .............. 1 51 I 450 250 
Exp. 13 (2) .. .•• . ...•.... 41 I 510 320 Average . ............. 47 --- I I 5· F ermentecl Exp. l 2 .. . ............. . . 50 I 500 280 Bxp. 13 '(l) .............. 61 I 500 220 Exp. 13 ( 2) .. . ..... . ..... 51 570 320 Average ..... . ... ... .. 54 ---- I I G. llea tea In hot air I I I F.Jxo. 12 ... .. . ...... . . ... . , 55 600 420 ' Exp. 13 (1) .... . ..•... . .. 41 460 310 Exp. t3 (2) .......•...... 63 490 270 
Average .. . ....... . .. . ( 53 I I --- I I I 7· lleat a I I over oil 'lllxo. l.2- . . . ..•........... ·I 67 I 450 340 Flxp. 1~ (1) .............. Lived (A)I 570 I 360 
Exp. 13 (2) ...... . .. . .•. (D) 480 I ---- I a. B:eatea In auto- Exp. l.2 ..... . ..... .. .... LlvPd (c)I 460 ·I 410 clave, dry 'lllxp. 13 (1) ......... . ... 62 I 480 I 300 
Exp. rn (2) ........... . . . (D) I 460 I ---- I I 9· l-fon.ted In a uto- li;xp. l2 ...........• .. ..• Llv"d (E)I 510 I 420 clave, wet Bxo. 13 (l) ....•......... GO I 510 I 29 0 
Exp. 13 ( 2) ... . .......... (F) I 470 I ---- I I Ch eel< I I I .. La. F'eed"' a lon e Bxo. l 2 ..... ... ... . ..... . I Lived fo) I 550 400 Hlx p. n (1) ...... , ..•.... , Lived (H)/ 545 I 395 
Exp. 13 (2) . ....... . ..... L ived (1)1 650 I 400 
~ I I I 
(ll) A~piea out a rt r 63 davs In fair condition. 
(c) A.n!~nJ died or. peritonitis afte r 28 days. No cotton-seed m eal symptoms. 
(t>) An! a turned out aftPr 64 days. 
(Jll) Anl~aj In perfect h alth after 49 days, when It was kill ed by a dog. 
( F) A.nl a turn d out nftPr 64 days. 
s';'acll d ied after 41 days. L iver tuberculous. No symptom of cotton-
(o) Ant e m eal poisonin g. 
( Ji) A.n~a\ turn <>d out after 81 days. 
<n Anlrn ~ tturn <'d out arter 63 dayA. 
a urned out after 63 days. 
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TJ1e meal used in the above feeding experiments showed low 
toxicity as may be seen by the number of days it took to kill 
guinea pigs- 50.5 days as an average of four feeds. 
Meal treated in different ways shows considerable variation 
in toxicity, as can be seen in the table. Meals digested in hot 
water, alcohol, and ether showed as much toxicity as the un-
treated meal. The meal which was soaked in cold water and 
allowed to ferment showed some less toxicity than the plain 
meal. The most striking point in the experiment, however, is 
the marked decrease in toxicity produced by heating. The meals 
heated in the autoclave at about 125 °C for twenty-four hours 
showed very little toxicity. The meals heated in the hot air 
sterilizer at temperatures o.f 115-130°C, however, did not give 
as good nsults. 'l'bis, without doubt, was due to the poor pene-
trating power of dry beat. The meal that came in contact with 
the bot air or the side of the containing vessel b'ecame slightly 
darkened, but the meal on the inside showed no change in color. 
It is probable that the latter. portion did not become sufficiently 
heated. 'rhe same trouble was present also to some extent with 
the meal heated over oil, though here we had a chance to stir 
the meal some. 
From th se ~xperiments we think that we are justified in 
claiming that heat, and perhaps also fermentation, reduces the 
toxicity of cotton-seed meal. It is possible that all of the poison 
cannot be climinat d in this manner, but it can be greatly re-
duced. 
CHANGE IN TOXICITY OF COTTON-SEED KERNELS BY TREATMENT. 
. The experiments summarized in 'rable 8 were duplicated more 
or less, using cotton-seed kernels instead of the meal. The kernels 
used were obtained directly from an oil mill. The hulls had 
been removed, but the kernels themselves had not been treated in 
any way when we obtained them. We ground the kernels in a 
small coffee mill and then treated portions in the foll9wing man-
ner: 
1. Kernels, untreated. 
2 . . Cotton-seed meal was made from the kernels in the labora· 
tory by heating them for forty-five minutes to one hour in the 
autoclave, followed by pressing out the oil in a hand mill and 
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~~inding the cake. This meal is called ''home-made meal'' in 
e table below. 
th 
3· The kernels were digested with ether for two
 hours. The 
e er was strained off and the kernels dried. On
ly enough ether 
Was added to the kernels to cover them. 
1 
4· The kern~ls were heated in the hot air sterilizer at 
l0-130°C for twelve hours. 
. 5. The kernels were placed in tin cans and t
hen heated over 
011 
at a temperature of 110-140°C (temperature o
f the oil) for 
twelve hours. 
6. The kernels were digested with pepsin in 
the incubator 
for twenty-four hours, followed by the same len
gth of time with 
I>ancreatin. 
'l' 7. The kernels were digested in 95% alcohol f
or two hours. 
he alcohol was then strained off and the kernels 
dried. 
8· The kernels were soaked with water and all
owed to fe~­
lllent · 
f in the incubator at a temperature of 35"37.
5°0 for twenty-
our hours. They were then dried. 
9· The kernels were soaked with water and then 
heated in the 
autoclave at about 125°0 for twelve hours. 
t lO. The kernels were placed in the autoclave
 dry and heated 
a 125°C for twelve hours. 
th These tr"eated kernels, 'mixed with "Best E
ver" feed, were 
en fed to guinea pigs. The results of these f
eeding experi-
lllents are given in Table 9 below. 
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TABLE 9. 









l. Kerne It Exp. 14 ?) ........... 14 
-untrea ted Exp. 14 2) . .....••... 11 
Exp, 15 ........•. .. ... 13 
Ave rage ... . . . .... . . 12.6 
2. "Home-Made Exp. 14 (1) . .......... 11 
Meal" Exp. 14 (2) .. . •••.. ... 11 
Average ...... ...... 11 
3. Digest ed in eth eTl Exp. 14 ...... . ....... ·I 11 
4. Heated In not ah Exp. 14 . .. . .. ... •.. .. . 13 
Exp. 15 .... ........... 
1
, 10 
Average .. . .... ..... 11.5 
5. Heated over oil Exp. 14 ..... . ...... ... 14 
Exp. 15 ............... 17 
Average ..... . .. ... . 15.5 
6. Digested, pepsin I Exp. 
15: .... .. " ..... . ·I 16 and pancreatln 
7. Digested In a lco-1 Exp. 14 .... .. . ....... . 21 
hot Exp. 15 .......... ..... 18 
Average ........... . 19.5 
8. Fermented F,xp. 14 (1) .......... . 23 
Exp. 14 (2) ........... 25 
Exp. 15 (1) ........... 18 
Exp. 15 (2) ........... 18 
Average ........ .. .. 21 
t . H eated In auto-1 Exp. 14 .. . .... ....... . 25 
clave, w et Exp. 15 ......... .. .... 17 
Average ....... . .... 21 
10. H eated In auto- Exp. l 4 .... ........... 26 
clave, dry Exp. 15 .............. ; 19 
Ave ra ge .... .. . . .. .. 22.5 
Check, I Exp. 14 . . ............ . 1, Lived (A) I 
"Best Ever" F eed Exp. 15. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lived (B) 
I 
(A.) Turned out after 30 days In fine condition. 



































































In the experiments described above, the moist heat of the 
autoclave seemed to diminish the toxicity of the kernels also. 
The animals Oli these heated kernels lived nearly twice as long 
as those on the untreated kernels. The kern~ls heated in the 
hot air sterilizer showed no decrease in toxicity, this probably 
b ' eing due to t he poor penetrating power of the dry heat. Fer-
mentation also caused a large decrease in the toxicity of the 
kernels. . 
The meal made in the laboratory from cotton-seed kernels 
did not show any decrease in toxicity from the kernels. A few 
other experiments were tried with this "home-made meal" in 
comparison with the kernels. One, tabulated in Table 10, shows 
~notber feeding experiment on guinea pigs. The kernels used 
In th' . is experiment were from another lot of seed than those used 
in the experiments qescribed in the previous table. 
TABLE 10. 
- COMPARISON OF COTTON-SEED MEAL AND KERNELS. 
,,, 
l >. o! .<: l a to l ;; .0 a IS to Fee<t iS ·o; "' ~6 e E ~6 'C ., Cl ·-o1 Cd o! 
a. e to ... r::'" 
>I f:; ~f.!) ~f.!) r:tl 
Rern ls I Exp, 16 ..... ...... .. ·I 21 290 200 
·~ado meal"! Exp. 16 .. ... .. ...... ·I 28 325 200 
~alone I Exp. 16.. . .. . ...... ·I Lived (A) I 285 210 
( 4 ) An! 
ma1 turned out after 28 days In good condition. 
li ~n the above experiment, the animal on the cotton-seed meal 
' ve a Week longer than the one on the kernels. . 
Ba A. comparison or the kernels and the meal made from the 
th~e kernels, was also obtained with rabbits. The results of 
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feeding experiment are given in Table 11 below. 
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TA!ILE 11. 
COMPARISON OF COTTON-SEElD MEAL AND KERNELS. 
"' • l . ~ 
l 




0 Qi Feed "' e; a e 0 'iii .. ·;::: .., cS 
"' "' "li'n~ 7J cd p, E i:: ... ... 8 ;§C!l -r;.r:!J . r:c1 
K ernels ! Exp. 17 ... ... ..... .. ·l 62 1090 930 
"Home-made meal"I Exp. l 7 ............ . ·I 56 97() !~~ 
Check, "Best EveT"I I 
F eed alone Exp. 17 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Lived (A)) 1000 I 1380 
(A) Animal In tine C'ondltlon at the end ot 72 days. 
While the rabbit on the "home-made" cotton-seed meal died 
a few days before the one on the kernels, its condition up until 
the last few days was better than the one on the kernels. In 
fact, it showed a gain in weight, while the one on the kernels 
showed a loss. 
Another feeding experiment ·with the same feed was made 
with some small hogs. The results of this are given in Table 12 
below. 
TA!IIJE 12. 
COMPARISON OF COTTON-SEED MEAL AND KERNELS ON HOGS. 
l 
Feed 
.c l to 
~ .a -~ 
"' 'iii ~ c 
Cd D'i "fi'noi _., c.D 
o...:i ~ ...:l 
Kernels and corn ... .... .... ...... . . .. . · I 7G 35 22 
"'Home-made me~!" and com . ... .. .. .... j 58 u 38 
Check, corn alone ... . ........ ... ....... · I Lived (A) I sa 37 
(..&.) Animal In fair condition at the end of 79 days. 
Again with hogs, as with the rabbits, the one eating the 
meal made from the kernels died before the one eating the 
• 
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kernels; also the former gained in weight, while the latter 
showed a decrease. 
From a study of the last four tables, where both kernels 
and meal from the same kernels were fed, we find that this 
tneal did not show any decrease in toxicity as compared with 
the kernels-in fact from a hurried glance at them, one might 
think that the meai was the more toxic. But there are some 
other factors that enter here and must be taken into considera-
tion. In the first place, if the poison is not in the oil-and the 
experiments of others have seemed to show that the crude oil 
contains none of itr-the squeezing out of the oil would leave a 
Product with a higher percent of the poison. In the second place, 
the heated kernels are much more palatable than the untreated 
k~rnels. Animals ate the meal much more readily than they 
did the k~rncls. For instance, take the hogs in the last-described ex . 
per1ment. Each of the t1Yo r ccci1·cd one-half pound per day 
of the meal or kernels. The one rc~civing t 1c mcnl nlways 
cleaned up his feed, while the other frequently 'left a po1·ti o11 
of his. This was also true to a more or less extent with tlie 
rabbits in the preceding experiment. It is claimed that roasted 
seed is less digestible than unroasted, but in all of our experi-
lllents, the animals receiving the heated kernels or meal have 
eaten better and made much better gains than the animals on 
thhe untreated kernels. .As the animals ate a larger portion of 
t e "h h ome-made" cotton-seed meal, we would naturally expect 
d
t at they would be the first to die, if the poison had not been 
ecreased. 
b The small amount of heat that we applied to the kernels to 
reak up the cells so that the oil could be pressed out, was not 
sufficient to decrease th e poison. Thi , however, does not prove 
~hat a much longer heating or a higher temperature will not re-
Uce the toxicity. The experiments outlined in Tables 8 and 9 
~ee~ to show beyond a doubt that a greater or a more prolonged 
eating will reduce it . 
k One other experiment was tried with r abbits with untreated 
k erne1s, kernels heated in the autoclave for twelve hours, and 
ernels fermented in the jncubator for twenty-four hours. The 
results of this experi~ent are given in Table 13 below. 
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TABLE 13. 
CHANGE IN TOXICITY OF COTTON-SEED KERNELS BY TREATMENT· 
"' l ;., fd 





iS '(ii Feed ., ~a e 0 -,,, 
'C 
.., ~6 ., "' biiol . ~ol ~ E ·;::~ i::" I< E:I ~Cl r:-q 0 
Kerne1e ! Exp. 18 ........•.... ·I r;1 1170 690 
K ernels f ermented 
1 
Exp. 18. · · · · · ········I Lived (A)! 1040 1290 
lt:ernels, heated ln ! ! 
a.utoc1ave Exp. 18 ' · · · · · · · · • · · · · 
Lived (B) ! 1020 1270 
Check, "Best Ever"! I 
Feed alone Exp. 18 · · • · · · · · • · · · · · Li
ved (c) I 1610 1590 
(A) Animal In fine condition after 60 days. 
(B) Animal In fine condition after 60 days. 
(c) Animal in fine condition after 60 days. 
The results given in the . above table agree perfectly with 
those obtained in the other experiments. The rabbits on the 
toxic kernels not only died, but also showed a large decrease in 
weight. The other · two rabbits on the heated and fermented 
. kernels grew rapidly and r emained in perfect health. 
From all the results given in the last few tables, the evi· 
dence seems to show that a prolonged heating at a high tempera· 
ture reduces the toxicity of cotton-seed meal and kernels. No 
apparent reduction, however, is produced if the meal is only 
heated for a short time, or if it is subjected to a dry heat that 
does not penetrate well. Furthermore, we are convinced that 
fermentation also reduces the toxicity of the meal. 
COTTON-SEED MEAL AND OTHER NITROGENOUS FEEDS. 
A few feeding experiments were conducted, using bean meal 
and linseed meal along with the cotton-seed meal. The bean 
meal was obtained by grinding up the COlJl.IDOn red kidney bean. 
The linseed meal was obtained from the American Linseed Com· • 
pany. , 
In the :first experiment, guinea pigs were fed bean meal and 
cotton-seed meal. The animal receiving the cotton~seed meal ate 
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~bout 6-8 grams of it per day, while those receiving the bean 
:eal ate about 11-14 grams. We fed a larger quantity of the 
ean meal because this only contains a little more than half as 
lll~ch protein as the cotton-seed meal. Both meals were mixed 
with "L · · . . . ou1siana Feed." The results of this experiment are 
given in Table 14. 
TABLE 14 . 
..____::o:x:1c1TY OF BEAN MEAL AND COTTON-SEED MEAL. 
(£ I ·I 
~ ... 
~ i l ~ ~ a ~ 
E .B ';01 ~'" ·c - cEl '2~ 8. 8 ~ ·go~ c~ 
~ ~ ;;: gc r;;ci 
-------~~~-.;.~~~~~~~~.;-.~~~-!---=-· ~~+-~~ 
Cotton-seed meat I Exp. 5 ........••••... · l 28 I 586 29!'> 
Bean meal jExp.5 . .. : .......•..• . 1 18 .I 459 305 
:----_ Exp. 5 .... . .... ••• .•. ·/ 10 I 390 300 
th In this experiment,. the bean meal was even ?Dore to~ic than 
... e ?0tton-seed meal. On making post-mortems of the animals .eceiVin th f g e bean meal, practically the same appearances were 
sound as in those animals receiving the cotton-seed meal. As 
bo~e beans contain Prussic acid, this meal was tested for that, 
u no trace of it could be found. 
andAnother feeding expe~iment with bean meal, linseed meal, 
ho · cotton-seed meal was carried on with hogs. Five small 
th gs between 60 and 75 pounds in weight wert used. Two of 
fe~se were kept as checks, receiving nothing but corn. One was 
th one and one-half pounds of cotton-seed meal along with e co ' 'I'h 
1 
rn. Another was fed the same amount of linseed meal. 
car~ ;st_ Was fed . all the bean meal he would eat along with his 
be ation. We expected to feed one and one-half pounds of 
·apan i:neal also, but the hog would not eat this much. lie lost his 
Petite and t . res 1 a e less than one pound per day of this meal. The 
u ts of this experiment are given in Table 15 below. 
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TABLE 15. 
TOXICITY OF BEAN MEAL, LIN SEED MEAL, AND COTTON-SEllllD 
MEAL. -
F eed 
l1l l I» cd 
A fa l ! ·o; fo 
Q ~ ·o; 
0 ta ~ ..... .: ., bliui id Iii a - .o ,e~ 8 c;~ " ~ 
c_h_e_c_k._co_ rn_ a_1o_n_e_ .. _·_· _· _ .. _·_· _ .. _. ·_· _··_·_· _ .. _·~! _i_~~_t_l~_~_~_i_~_s+l __ :_i_-+-~:~g~ 
Cotton-seed meal. ................... ·I 76 j 77 l~ 
Linseed meal .... ... ...... .. ......... 1 Lived (c) I 74 j~ 
----
B_e_a_n_mea_1_._. _ .. _._. _ .. _._. _ .. _._._. _ .. _._. _ .. _._. _ .. _·~l __ L_1v_e_d_<_o_>Ll __ 1_4 _ _,_l~~o-~ 
(A) In pert'ect health after 80 days, 
(B) In pert'ect health after 88 days. 
(<:') The meal r a n out In 83 days. Anima l wa s In perfect h ealth. 1 (o) The m eal r a n out In 88 days and the exp rlment discontinued. The an· 
ma! was In very bad condition. 
Again in this experiment, the bean meal seemed to have a bad 
effect on the animal fed. No other experiments were carried on 
with this meal. It is possible that we have in bean meal the 
same poison as is present in cotton-seed meal. The condition of 
the animal was not very different than we had in preceding 
experiments when the cotton-seed kernels were fed (see Tables 
7, 11, 12, and 13) . All animals fed the cotton-seed kernels 
have shown a gradual decr ease in weight. P erhaps if we had had 
cooked bean meal, we would have had an increase in weight 
instead of a falling off. 
The linseed meal failed to show any toxicity in the abo'Ve 
experiment. 
. . I 
At the end of the above experiment, the second check an1J'.l'.lll 
was given one and · on~-half pounds of cotton-seed meal fro}'.Jl 
July 27 t<? October 25 without showing any ill effects frorn the 
feed. During this time it gained 59 pounds. The toxicity of 
this meal, however, was very low, as is shown by its effect on 
guinea pigs in Table 8. A pound and a half per day of cotton· 
seed meal for animals of this weight is above the amount gen· 
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er~lly advised for feeding, and if the meal had been toxic the 
anu:nal would probably have died. 
Another point is suggested by this last experiment. 
This 
:tneal, which would not kill guinea pigs under fifty d
ays, was 
~ractically non-toxic to hogs. If further experiments along this 
ne would prove this to be a general fact, we would
 have a 
Very good foundation upon which to work. For exp
erimental 
Purposes we could test out commercial meals and trea
ted meals 
at very small expense and would be able to tell whe
ther they 
Would be dangerous feeds for hogs. However, this is
 a point 
that Will require further experimentation. 
'VARIATION IN TOXICITY OF DIFFERENT MEA
LS 
AND SEED. 
There has been a great difference of opinion among dif
ferent 
· ~orkers in regard to the toxicity of cotton-seed meal and also 
Ill regard to the amount that can be fed with safety
. Some 
~~kers o~ cotton-seed meal poisoning have. had no difficulty .in . 
ing animals with a relatively small amount of meal, 
while 
others have fed animals for long periods without an
y serious 
results. These varying results of others, combined 
with the 
res~lts obtained by us, leave no doubt in our minds· that the 
toxic principle is present in varying amounts in differ
ent seeds 
and meals. For instance, in Table 2, in this bulletin
, experi-
ments are described in which healthy seed of the Toole
's variety 
~athered in 1910 killed guinea pigs in twenty-six days, while 
1~ Table 4 healthy seed of the same variety and from the same 
~ ot of ground, though collected in 1911, killed the guinea pigs 
~n twelve days. In both the experiments the feeding was · done 
in the same way, so the only variable factor of whic
h we are 
aware Was the toxicity of the seed. 
h Furthermore, with different lots of meal, varyin
g results 
rnave been obtained. Of course, in each. of the precedin
g experi-
ents only one lot of meal was used, but when we comp
are the 
results obtained in the different experiments, where diff
erent lots 
:ere Used, we see some striking differences. In Ta
ble 1 we 
ave commercial cotton-seed meal killing guinea pigs in
 twenty-
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three days, but in Table 8 we had some commercial meal that 
took 50.5 days to kill guinea pigs. There was certainly a great 
difference between these two meals in respect to the amount of 
the poison present. One meal was very toxic, while the other 
was nearly non-toxic. The latter meal contained so little of the 
poison that it would not kill hogs when fed in excess. 
What the factors are that cause the variation in the different 
meals are somewhat doubtful. Some claim that it is due to the 
soil on which the cotton is grown, or to the fertilizers used. It 
is possible that these are factors, and it is probable, also, that 
the season itself is a factor. Another factor, which is probably 
important, is the heat applied to the kernels in the oil mill 
before the oil is extracted. We know from the experiments 
described in the previous pages that heat reduces the toxicity, 
and perhaps the heat applied in the mill-which is considerably 
more than we used in making our so-called "home-made" cotton· 
seed meal-is of great benefit in reducing the amount of the 
poison. Perhaps if the meal were given a longer heating in 
the mill, the toxicity would be reduced to a point where there 
would be little harm in feeding it. 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND TOXICITY. 
Many of the meals and seeds, which were used in the experi· 
ments described in the preceding pages were analyzed by Mr. 
A. P. Kerr, assistant chemist of the Station. There was a chance 
that the high per cent of protein present, or the excess of some 
other constituent, mig4t be partly responsible for the poisoning. 
In Table 16 below are given some of the analyses with the num· 
bers of the experiments in which the meals were fed, and the 
length of time it took thesp. meals to kill guinea pigs. 
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TABLE 16. 
~S OF MEALS USED IN SOME OF THE EXPERIMENTS -
Ill 
Q; 
E l · 
~ 
... a ~ g 0 "' Q) E 2 
';a E 't: ., 
~ ~ 
Q) "' "' >. "' 
P. 0 ~ soi ... ~ 
.. f;o -- 8 '1< z r.. !{ea\ 
Sterlllzed .... . ... . · l 4, 5 l 2.47 l 6.72 I ··· ·····I 33 --Mea\ Inocu la ted with Glo- j 
5 l l j .... .... j merella . .. .. .. ... 8, 4, 2.80 7.4 8 30 -- ---Meal Inoculated with Fu-\ 
51 ! ! .. .. .... 1 sar<u m . .. ... •• . •. 2. 89 7.67 30 --11!ea1 Inoculated with l 
5 l l j .. ... ... j Diplodi a .....• . .. 3, 4, 2.60 7.30 23 -- - --E::ernels Simpkins H ealthy . . . ) 6, 71 2.45 I. 5.80 I 31.27 I 21.5 --Kernels ~kins Wllted .. .. ! 6, 71 2. 48 I 5.95 I 28. 82 I 28 --I\:ernels Toole's H ealthy . .... ) 6, 7. s j 2.4 0 I 5.40 l 31.27 I 26 -- I E::ernels To~!e's with Diplo-I s l I I ·I ta . . . .... . .. ... ·/ 6, 7, 1.60 I 3.85 19.38 24 -- I E::erne1s To~!I;~ .. ':l.t~ . . ~~~1~~~1 6. 7. 8 1 I l I 2.30 5.15 25.5 0 23 --E::crnels Untreated . . . . I 151 I 5.00 I 32.70 I 12.6 .... . , 14, 2.50 ---l<:erners Digest d In alcohol . / 14, --- 15 I 2.5 8 I 5.15 I 34 .2 5 I 19.5 E::erne18 Heated In autoclave./ 14 , 15 I 2.5 5 I 5.SO 1 33.93 I 22 .5 --l<ernels F crmcn ted .. . ..... . ) 14, 15 ! 2.55 l· 5.15 ! 38. 38 I 21 I 
b Other analyses were made, but the above 11re sufficient to 
8 
ow that there is no r elation between the chemical analysis 
and t · · 
th 0~1c1t.y. If the large amount of protein were the cause of 
he poisoning, the meals with the highest per cents of nitrogen 
~ ould be the ones to cause death in the shortest length of time. 
ut we find in the table, a range from 3.85 to 7.7 % nitrogen 
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without any marked difference in toxicity; and, furthermore, we 
find meals or kernJls with very similar analyses which show a 
wide range of toxicity. What is true r egarding the nitrogen 
is true, also, with the total amount of phosphorus present. 
PYROPHOSPHORIC ACID AND COT'l'ON-SEED MEAL 
POISONING. 
In a recent paper, Crawford claims that the toxic principle 
in cotton seed and meal is some salt or salts of pyrophosphoric 
acid. He claims to have found this acid in toxic meals and also 
to have been able to kill some rabbits with sodiumpyrophosphate. 
Since this paper has come into our hands, we have tried to 
duplicate his results. We have carried on some feeding experi-
ments, using the sodium salts of ortho, meta, and pyrophos-
phoric acid. The ortho sal~ was obtained from our laboratory 
supply. It was carefully tested in the chemical laboratory 
and found to be absolutely pure. The meta salt was made in 
the chemical laboratory from the ortho salt. It was re-tested 
and found to be pure. The pyro salt was obtained from Eimer 
and Amend with their guarantee of purity. It was, however, 
tested in the laboratory and found to be pure. The chemical 
work on these salts was performed by A. P. Kerr, assistant 
chemist of the Station. 
Our experiments have included feeding tests on rabbits and 
guinea pigs. Crawford did not state how he fed his solutions, so 
of cours , we could not be sure that we were following his 
methods exactly. We have fed the salts in three different 
methods: (1) by mixing the dry salts with the other feed that 
was given the animals; (2) by dropping solutions of the salts 
into the mouths of the rabbits; and (3) by pouring the solu-
tions directly into the stomachs of the rabbits by means of a 
long rubber tube. 
In the first experiment with these salts, tabulated in Table 
17 below, guinea pigs were used, the salts being fed to them 
dry, mixed with "Louisiana Feed." One animal received 1.3 
grams of sodium orthophosphate per day; another r eceived 0.4 
grams of sodium metaphosphate per day; while the third re-
ceived 0.8 grams of sodium pyrophosphate per day. These dif-
ferent amounts were used in order to give the different animals 
the same amount of pure phosphorus. Each animal r eceived prac-
tically the same amount of phosphorus as he would have received 
in seven grams of the ordinary cotton-seed meal. 
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TA.],'ILE 17. -- FEEDING TESTS WITH PHOSPHORIC ACID SALTS. 
"' l >. ol 
A .s::: l bC l Qi .s::: -;:: ~ bD Salt Fed "' 0 ·;;; e B "@., ~ .. ·;:: i:: e 
"@ ~ "' "' ·- ol "' E ~ ... <!"' ... 8 (3Cl ii:CJ [:tl 
---Ortho Exp. 22 ..... . ... .... .•. . ·j 31 (A)j 316 ll 220 Exp. 23 ... . ...•... . ... .. . 32 (B) 610 220 M:eta Exp. ;2 ... ....... •.. • .. . · l 27 (C)! 300 
! 
190 
Exp. 23 .... .. . ... •.. .. . .. 32 (D) 420 23 0 
Pyro Exp. 22 ......... .. .... . . ·! 32 (E) ! 295 . ! 180 Exp. 23 .......... . ... . . . . 30 (Ii') 350 260 ---Check, "La . F eed" Exp. 23 .................. L ived (G) 580 330 {;)p- ! I I 
Ost mt ortem appearances approaching cotton-seed meal poisoning, though 
(ll) p no typical 
o~t trortem showed acute enterltls, and In other ways was not typical of 
(c) Po 0 on-seed meal poisoning. Loss In weight due to abortion. 
st r ortem appeara nces approaching cotton-seed m eal poisoning, though 
(D) Po~o typical. 
~ ;nortem appearances resembled somewhat those of cotton-seed meal 
(E) Sto o sonlng. 
piach a nd Intestines not Inflamed, and In a ll ways totally different 
(F) Pos rom cotton-seed meal poisoning. £ ;nortem a ppearances resembled somewhat those of cotton-seed meal 
(o) Tur o sonlng. 
ne1d out a fter 36 days. Some of the Joss 1n weight was du '~ to the an maJ giving birth to two pigs. 
Another point must be mentioned here in r egard to the above 
e~p~riment. The batch of "Louisiana F eed" in which we were 
~x.ing the phosphoric acid salts seemed of itself to be some-
~- ~ tox.ic, as we lost some other guinea pigs which were eating 
ost of these mixed feeds contain some cotton-seed meal and 
;cc~sionally a sack will be obtained that seems to be toxic. It is 
t~o able that this feed had more to do with killing the animals 
.... an the salts. But if we assume that the salts killed the animals 
"'e can n t oth 0 say that the pyro salt was any more toxic than the 
ers. 
Ph In ou~ nex.t experiment, we fed some rabbits some of these, 
re 
0~Phoric acid salts in solution. Three rabbits were used, one 
ce1ving th h . . al d th last .e ort o salt, one rece1vmg the pyro s t, an e 
al one being held as a check r eceiving "Louisiana J;',.P.d" one 0 , 
bei · ne gram of each salt was fed per day, the solution 
rea~; dropped on the animals' tongues, so that they would 
1 
Y swallow it. The results are given in Table 18 below 
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TABLE 18. 
FE;E]DING TEST WITH PHOSPHORIC ACID SALTS. 
~ l I 
1 ~ l 
di ~ ~ p p- • ., 
B ~S ~S 
., 'bi,ol Cd" a ·-.... .~0 8 c;ci µ:, 
Salt F ed 
-------7-----------_c.... ___ --,;. ____ '. ______ 
!Exp. 24 .... ............. ·! 12 (A)!_1_s_4_0_!~ Ortho 
Pyro l Exp. 24 ...... . .. . ....... · l, __ 3_6_(_B_)~l-- 1-47_0 _ _.!j!--1- 0_:l_O 
Check. ".La. Feed"!Exp. 24 .... ... . .. ....... ·! 22 (c)( 1540 ! 1280 
alone ) 
(A) Animal aborted and died t'rom septlcremla. 
(B) Animal died from pneumonia. 
(CJ Post mortem showed an enlarged, fibrous llver. 
In a way, this was a very unsatisfactory experiment, as all 
the animals died of something that had nothing to do with the 
salt fed. However, as the rabbit that was receiving the pyro 
salt did not die until after thirty-six days, it shows that this 
salt is not very poisonous. 
The next experiment was to test out sodium pyrophosphate 
in comparison with cotton-seed meal itself. One rabbit re· 
ceived 13 grams of cotton-seed meal per day and another re· 
ceived 1 gram of the pyro salt. Each animal received approxi· 
mately the same amount of the pure ,phosphorus. The salt, as 
well as the cotton-seed meal, was mixed with "Louisiana Feed" 
and fed dry. The results of this feeding are given in Table 19. 
'rA.BLE 19. 




Py~r_o_s_a_1t_._._ . . _._._._ . _._._._ . _._._._ . _._._._ . _·_·_·~I __ L_iv_e_d_(_A_) '.--s_s_o_ j~ 
I 1070 Cotton-seed rqe!Ll .... ..... ........ . . ·I 55 
Check, "~a'. Feed" alone . . ........ . .• 1· Lived (B ) 
(A) Turned out after 65 days In perfect health. 
(B) Turned out after 65 days hi per!ect health. 
1025 
87 0 j 1390 
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In the above yxperiment, the rabbit receiving the sodium 
PY_rophosphate remained in perfect health, even making a greater 
gain than the check. 
In the next experiment, a rabbit was fed two grams of sodium 
PYrophosphate mixed with "Best Ever" feed per day. As a 
comp · arison, another rabbit was fed about 15 grams of cotton-
seed kernels per day with its other feed. The results of this 
are given in Table 20. 
l ..... 
l .<: ID a; .c 
lS be . ., 
<a"' ~"' i:E _e 
·-o1 <O<I 11.o,,. ""' ~CJ ·-CJ ~ 
l'yro Bait .••••••.•.. . .... . ..•. ... .. · l Lived (A) 
Cotton-seed kernels ................. · I 62 
1000 1380 
1090 930 
850 1540 ~~k , I ! Ever" Feed..... . ....... Lived (B) 
(.A) Ant '------'----
(B) Ani~~\ tturned out after 72 days ln perfect health. 
urned out after 72 days In perfect health. 





d not kill a rabbit, nor would it keep it from gaining in 
weight. 
In another experiment a rabbit was fed one gram of sodium 
:rophosphate per day a:l~ng with a second rabbit r eceiving one 
am of the ortho salt. Both remained in perfect health. 
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I~ another experiment, the rabbits were given ·the salts in 
thr Ution by pouring the solutions directly into their stomachs 
of oug~ a long rubber tube. One rabbit · was given one gram 
th· sodium pyrophosphate per day and for a comparison with 
lll 1
8 
another rabbit was fed one gram of sodium chloride (com-
"'~~ table .s~lt ) per day. 'fhe" rabbit receiving the pyro salt, 
da an original weight of 1320 grams, gained 10 grams in 37 
We;;~tt~e rabbit receiving the sodium chloride with an original 
of 920 grams, gained 95 grams in 37 days; and the check, 
34. 
with an original weight of 1450 grams, lost 25 grams in 37 dayl-
All the animals remained in perfect health. . 
As we had had no bad results from feeding the sodium salt 
of pyrophosphoric acid in small amounts, we decided to give 3 
rabbit five grams in as short a period 0£ time as possible. The 
five grams were dissolved in 100 cubic centi111eters of water. 
One-half of this was poured into the animal's stomach at 9 
a. m. and the rest of it one hour later. This made the animal 
very sick £or three or £our hours, but before night he was up 
on his feet again and by the next morning he looked perfectly 
normal. Beyond the temporary sickness, the animal did not 
seem to be affected in any way. 
A glance at the above feeding experiments with sodium pyro· 
phosphate will show that we have obtained no evidence that thiS 
salt .J1as anything to do with cotton-seed meal poisoning. Ora'W· 
ford killed a few animals by feeding a gram a day on two sue· 
cessive days, but we have fed a rabbit two grams a day for 12 
days with the animal r emaining in perfect health. We ha'Ve 
also fed a number of rabbits a gram a day for many days with· 
out any serious results, while other rabbits receiving cotton-seed 
meal at the same time died. And finally we have fed five grams 
of the salt to a rabbit within an hour without injuring him. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 
In the preqeding pages little more has been given than the 
actual r esults obtained in the feeding experiments. Most of 
these, however, are more or less self-explanatory. While sorne 
of the results may seem conflicting, taken as a whole, we believe 
that several conclusions regarding cotton-seed meal poisoning 
may be drawn. Briefly, the conclusions which we have arrived at 
during our study may be summed up as follows: 
1. Cotton seed and cotton-seed meal does contain a toJ:iC 
princi:f>le which is poisonous to certain animals. 
2. Cotton seed, itself, seems to be more toxic than the ordi· 
nary commercial cotton-seed meal. 
3. Different lots of cotton seed and cotton-seed meal sbo'W 
a considerable variation in toxicity. 
4. The toxicity of the cotton-seed meal does not seem to be 
affected by the fungi which rot the cotton bolls and enter the 
cotton seed 
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5. Cotton seed from plants affected with the cotton wilt, 
or black root disease, are less toxic than cotton seed from healthy 
plants. This decrease in toxicity in this seed is not due to the 
Premature ripening of the seed, because seed ripened on plants 
~hat had been cut down showed as much toxicity as seed from 
ealthy, uninjured plants. 
~· Heating cotton-seed meal or cotton-seed kernels for a long 
P.eriod at a high temperature decreases the toxicity to a con-
siderable extent. 
7· .A very short heating of the cotton-seed kernels, followed 
by an extraction of the oil apparently does not decrease the 
toxicity ' · b · .Another factor enters here, however, which must e 
considered. 'l'his heated meal is much more palatable t};lan the 
raw kernels and animals eat considerably more of it. Animals 
llldiake better gains on this meal than on the kernels, though they 
e -as soon, or even sooner, than animals on the raw kernels. 
oil 8·. T~e heating, to which the kernels a.re subjected in_ ~he 
t null, is probably sufficient in most cases to reduce the tox1c1ty 
0 
some extent, though this reduction is usually not enough to 
remove all danger from feeding susceptible animals. 
t 
9
· The careful fermentation of the kernels or meal seems 
0 
reduce the toxicity to a considerable extent. 
lO. All the cotton varieties that were ·tested that were grown on th 
d.4'11! e same plot of ground during the s
ame season, showed no 








: 'W~ have no evidence whatever to show that P.yrophos-
O!'ic ac1d has anything to do with cotton-seed meal poisoning. 
